LOUISE LE GAT PRESENTS...

The 'Positive Energy Leader's' Roadmap:

A New Path To Making The Impact You Are Made For At This Pivotal Time
We Are At A Pivotal Moment...
A New Operating System...
Tell Me What Is It You Plan To Do With Your One Wild And Precious Life.

Mary Oliver
THE OLD RULES

A JOB
Money + Enjoyment

A CAREER
Status + Success

A CALLING
Doing Good + Making A Difference
A One Of A Kind Adventure...
What If We Have Only 10 Years?
In The Storm...
Be That Focal Point Of Light That Others Navigate By
BRAVE LEADER OF THE NEW

GOOD SOLDIER OF THE OLD
The Roadmap:

I. Personal Purpose
II. Rich Work
III. Next Gen Leadership
This Is Not A Destination. It Is A Journey You Take.

Louise Le Gat
You Are Here To Evolve The World Being Uniquely Yourself.

Louise Le Gat
Align:
Pivotal Moment
What Are The Things That Really Inspire You?
Rule 1: Purpose is not sacrificing yourself to the cause. It is touching the world with your unique essence.

Louise Le Gat
Who Were You Before The World Told You Who You Should Be?

Louise Le Gat
Remember Who You Are:
REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE:

Step Into PERSONAL ALIGNMENT

Activate Your INNATE BLUEPRINT

Reveal Your INNOVATOR POTENTIAL
Shift 1:

Inspired Human
The Lost One >>

- Ignores yourself
- Burns out
- Is perfect to be safe

Inspired Human

- Access your unique worth
- Build your energy
- Anchor solidly in yourself
What Did You Used To Play At As A Child?
Contribute:
Near Death
What Would You Do If You Won The Lottery?
#Rule 2: Purpose Is Not Something You Find. It Is Travelling Your Own Way.

Louise Le Gat
The Three Questions:

• Follow What Your Heart Really Wants
• Express Your True Self Fully
• Value Yourself And Others Deeply

Louise Le Gat
Do What You Are Here To Do:
DO WHAT YOU ARE HERE TO DO

Unleash Your ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION

Craft Your NOVEL LIVELIHOOD

Offer Your GROUND-BREAKING SOLUTION
Shift 2:

Conscious Creator
The Misfit >>
- CRITICISES SELF
- DOUBTS THEMSELVES
- PLEASES TO BE VALUED

Conscious Creator
- ADD YOUR UNIQUE VALUE
- INCREASE YOUR CONFIDENCE
- SHINE BRIGHTLY IN YOUR DIFFERENCE
How Can You Bring Yourself More Fully To What You Do?
Stand:
The Fire Of Transformation
If You Knew You Couldn't Fail, What Would You Say You Are Not Saying Now?
#Rule 3: Purpose Is Not A Race To The Top. It Is Rising To Your Own Greatness.

Louise Le Gat
Be That Loving Fierce Warrior Who Calls Yourself And Others To A Higher Place

Louise Le Gat
Make That Difference Only You Can Make:
Shift 3:
Evolution
Partner
The Reluctant Leader >>

HIDES YOURSELF

FAILS TO ENGAGE

DIMMS TO FIT IN

Evolution Partner

SPREAD YOUR UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE

COMMUNICATE TO CONNECT

LIGHT THE WAY TO NEW HORIZONS
What New Possibility Would You Love To Catalyse Now?
Each One Of Us Is An Essential Piece Of This Jigsaw.
You Can't Use Old Maps To Carve New Pathways.
The Cavalry Is Not Coming. WE Are The Cavalry.
POSITIVE ENERGY LEADERS

Make The Impact You Are Made For At This Pivotal Time

Join The Movement:
Remember Who You Are
Do What You Are Here To Do
Make That Difference Only You Can Make

WWW.LOUISELEGAT.COM